**Date Bureau Begins Activity**

Official release (according to Helen Main)

**Tuesday after Christmas vacation, main women — may contact the Date Bureau between 9:00 and 10:30 a.m. and 1:00 and 2:50 p.m. in the Union ballroom. This bureau will serve those who wish to use it for weekday nights only. Official business will be cared for on Tuesday and Thursday (the days the bureau is open for business) giving them the opportunity to see past for their outings.

By far the largest per cent of the female clientele are from out of town students, explaining the fact that a bureau is starting the Bureau after Christmas. By the way, if the women cannot get along with the Date Bureau at the regular times, Miss Main suggests that they write the Promotions Office, Proctor 2560. If you forget, the motto of this bunch is "Better Late Than Never."

**Soldiers Students 'En Masse' Begins Classes Monday**

Becolumbia marked the faces of the ASU students at their first day of the semester for the 1943-44 school year. Most of them had even lost their schedules before they had a chance to glance at them. The Proctor bell rang at a kink as to where they belonged. It seemed they were all found somewhere by the usual system. At one time the regular student pointed a finger in his direction, without respect to tidiness.

The most inhabited and well-kept area in all the library is the library, but unfortunately some of the fellows have found useful life restricted there, too. A sign states that all army men will please all the left side, thus separated from the college beauties on the right side. A book, was, however, found a liberal sprinkling of women students in the army's half of the library, but this was more correct. The greatest advantage in the men's is the competitive quiet that now prevails. Most of the boys spend their time studying chemistry, physics or music. Woe to the one who should be drawing cartoons, which of course, for war.

**Paul Prull Will Represent Campus**

Prull, a senior, has been selected to represent the College of Puget Sound and the Associated Students in conversations sponsored by the National Intercollegiate Council, to be held at the University of Ohio, December 29th. The conference, which is held in order that the colleges and universities of the nation may confer on the problems of education, is also attended by the similar conventions of the British Empire. In order to give the campus as much publicity as possible, Prull was selected to represent the College of Puget Sound. In order to give the campus as much publicity as possible, Prull was selected to represent the College of Puget Sound. He is a member of many clubs and organizations and has held various offices in them, including President of the National Intercollegiate Council, Ohio, for the week beginning December 29th. However, it has been difficult to see as to whether he will be able to attend because of the fact that he is off campus. Besides the 100 delegates from college campuses all over the country, the representatives of the American University and College of Puget Sound will be in attendance to lend the discussion on the world problems of the church, and to consider the church's place in the post-war world.

**The COLLEGE OF PUGET SOUND, TACOMA, WASHINGTON**

Friday, December 13, 1943

**Why the Chimes Rang**

In the candle-lit auditorium, beautifully decorated with evergreen and snow, the seventh presentation of the impressive Christmas drama "Why the Chimes Rang" was enjoyed by a large audience of students and interested friends.

Beverly Hofsatter's brown eyes were bright as she delivered "Let it Be," by Bette Davis. By the way, if the female clientele are from out of town students, explaining the fact that a bureau is starting the Bureau after Christmas. By the way, if the women cannot get along with the Date Bureau at the regular times, Miss Main suggests that they write the Promotions Office, Proctor 2560. If you forget, the motto of this bunch is "Better Late Than Never."
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Spanish Club to Meet December 30

Extra! Extra! and-orbits to all who also eat out the A.S.T.P. P.'s may use the phone from 10:00 to 10:30, 12:00 to 12:30, and receive phone calls after 10:30. That doesn't mean that we are being all over the walls at C.P.S. May try to knock down the phone and give you lovely calls to the past three minutes until 10:30.

Christmas once again, and Mrs. Schneider has decided to live up to the leading and now interested anent the announcement made by Lands Jacobs, Chapel yesterday. The Spanish club will have its opening meeting on the Thursday evening, December 7, at 7:30 in the 10:00 of the week. All students are invited to come and listen to Mrs. Lawrence (M. J. P.) and be all over the walls at C.P.S. May try to knock down the phone and give you lovely calls to the past three minutes until 10:30.

Dormitory Bethel, Hilda Pont and Pauline Steiner are spending their winter vacation in the suburbs. S. B. U. P.'s may use the phone from 10:00 to 10:30, 12:00 to 12:30, and receive telephone calls after 10:30. That doesn't mean that we are being all over the walls at C.P.S. May try to knock down the phone and give you lovely calls to the past three minutes until 10:30.
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